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Create patterns from scratch and then manage them with a single
click, .use ready-made models or designs to expand your possibilities.
Built-in 3D printing programs HP plotters with HPL technology The
free software HP DesignJet vector printer can print on paper, plastic
cards, and film. It can print small letters up to 1 inch (3.5 cm) high
and can produce exclusive promotional brochures embellished with
full color illustrations. 5 double-sided coated A4 pages can be printed
in just a few seconds You can print any size model at any scale with
top and bottom gluing. With top gluing, you can make a stitchable
bag with a logo, an inside corner or a corner with a hole for a magnet.
For top gluing, select the appropriate model. Insert paper into two
plotters using the MX knobs, spread apart and glue together. Open
the bottom and use the H-Press feature to illuminate the top print
buttons. Press the top button to glue and continue on the next page.
Divide the page into three parts and glue together using the top ply
functions.Additionally, you can create original advertising blocks by
printing them on thick paper for better printing. Optional Organize
your documents with automatic ink collection Automatic ink
generation can help you use your workspace efficiently and reduce
ink consumption. Automated ink collection, whether it's a standard
assembly or software under Windows, creates all components at once
with a simple drag and drop of pages and endpoints. The ink
automatically appears where you specify the number of pages. Enter
the ink information into the database using the preview function.
Accept fast and timely color correction. Incorrect colors can be easily
removed thanks to the support of pixel extraction technology. Saving
ink manually or sending to print from the Docs 4Press application
gives you an additional degree of control over the amount of ink that
goes to print. Error prevention You know your printed matter. You
know that printing in several layers on the CMYK palette is
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convenient. You can now print multiple layers at the same time by
disabling layer printing. Program Settings
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